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Announcing The Pelago x Restrap Limited
Edition10 Year Anniversary Edition Rando Bag

Pelago is proud to announce their newest collaboration with English bicycle bag brand Restrap

to commemorate both brands turning 10 years old in 2019. A quick-release system between

Pelago's Commuter Front Racks and Restrap's Rando Bag this Using innovative Fidlock

magnetic bolts, The Restrap's Rando bag can be mounted quickly and easily to the Commuter

Rack. This is the first of its kind. Never has a bag been so easy to mount or remove. All Restrap

products are 100% handmade in Yorkshire, England.
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The Restrap Rando rack top bag is the perfect companion for any ride. With easy access

pockets, quick release rack attachment, and a handy shoulder strap, it’s never been easier to

carry your kit in an organised space. Patented magnetic fastenings and military-grade

waterproof fabrics work together to make the Rando super strong and reliable. Perfect for

touring, commuting or just carrying your shopping. Separate mounting plate included.
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Pelago x Restrap Magnetic Fidlock fitting pieces are sold separately here.

More about Pelago racks and current contest here:

Both Rando bag sizes are suitable for both racks.

The limited colourway will be available soon from Pelago in a limited run of 20 Medium and 20

Large for 149€ and 158€ respectibly.

OFF YOUR BACK TO A PELAGO RACK

https://www.pelagobicycles.com/shop/accessories/bicycle-bags/restrap-x-pelago-rack-fitting.html
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ABOUT TWOTONE AMSTERDAM

We are an Amsterdam based sales and PR consulting agency. We pride ourselves on being flexible enough to
adapt to any situation and tough enough to ensure things get moving. We love to drink good coffee, hear your
story and learn how we can help you and your brand.
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Pelago x Restrap 10 Year Edition Restrap Media Kit
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